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Abstract—Virtual machine technology can enhance server 
utilization and consolidation on an individual physical ma-
chine. In a growing number of contexts, many of which re-
quire high-performance networking inside of the system. 
Unfortunately, the development of virtualization technology 
is inclined to application isolation as yet, leads high commu-
nication overheads between virtual machines which are 
resident on the same physical machine, and also limits the 
achievable network performance. Some efforts have been 
paid to bridge the network I/O performance gap between 
the virtualization and native environment, but the ameliora-
tion is not satisfactory. In this paper, we propose a system 
called IDTS (Inter-Domain Transferring System) which uses 
the shared memory between different domains (also called 
hosted or guest OSes) to expand the communication band-
width and shorten the latency for network applications run-
ning in the co-resident VMs. Evaluations are also presented 
to prove IDTS’s availability and highly efficiency. We be-
lieve that IDTS is an effective solution for the inter-domain 
communication on Xen virtualization platform. 
 
Index Terms—virtualization, server consolidation, shared 
memory, latency, bandwidth 
 

I.    INTRODUCTION 
Virtualization technology brings the case of sharing the 

underlying physical machine resources between different 
virtual machines, each running its own operating system. 
The software layer providing the virtualization is called a 
virtual machine monitor or hypervisor. A hypervisor can 
run on bare hardware or on top of an operating system. 
The earliest adoption of VM technology is IBM VM/370 
[1], which supported multiple concurrent virtual ma-
chines running on underlying hardware and each of con-
current virtual machines was believed that it was running 
natively on the IBM System/370 hardware architecture. 
Afterward, VM technology suffers a depression due to 
the price of hardware cheapening and performance of 
operating system upgrading. Until recently, it is begin 
experiencing a resurgence of popularity due to its many 
excellent features have been exploited, such as perfor-
mance isolation, live migration and server consolidation 
[1]. 

Server consolidation [1] is the most attractive benefit 
for both enterprises and research institutes [3][4]. It 
makes original servers deployed on different physical 
platforms to be integrated into an individual physical ma-

chine: it is an approach to the efficient usage of computer 
server resources in order to reduce the total number of 
servers. 

Despite the advances in virtualization technology, the 
overhead of network I/O virtualization can largely de-
grade the performance of network-intensive applications 
which have been consolidated on an individual physical 
machine. For example, a web server running in one guest 
VM needs to communicate with a database server run-
ning in another guest VM in order to satisfy a client 
transaction request, and these guest VMs running on the 
same physical machine are sharing the same network 
resource. Some works [1][2][6] have revealed that each 
interaction among the guest VMs needs to undergo costly 
interception and validation by the virtualization layer for 
security isolation and for data multiplexing and demultip-
lexing [17], which results in poor performance. 

To solve above problems, many researchers have pro-
posed some schemes based on shared memory across 
guest VMs. Nevertheless, the inefficient of network vir-
tualization is only partially solved by using shared memo-
ry buffers. Some solutions only focus on improving spa-
tial efficiency of memory usage, while others focus on 
throughput but they sacrifice a large portion of memory 
space. 

This paper describes IDTS, a system that attempts to 
use static shared memory across different domains in 
order to provide a high performance inter-VM network 
loopback channel. IDTS borrows the idea of IPC (Inter-
Process Communication) to fully bypass the virtualized 
network interface, and networking programs deployed 
among co-resident guest VMs can achieve high commu-
nication performance by leveraging IDTS and cost only a 
little sacrifice to the transparency of user-level applica-
tions. IDTS also supports the bidirectional communica-
tions for co-resident VMs and supplies friendly interface 
for upper applications which do not need much effort to 
modify their source codes. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II discusses the related works and background. The de-
sign and implementation details are described in section 
III. Section IV presents the performance evaluation of 
IDTS and analyzes some issues about inter-domain com-
munications based on shared memory. Finally, we con-
clude our work in section V. 
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II.   RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND 
As more and more important network intensive appli-

cations emerge, such as web servers, researchers always 
try to optimize the performance of network for satisfy the 
need of the applications. Druschel et al [7] try to increase 
network performance by caching fast buffers for OSIRIS 
network adaptor. Götz et al [8] implement a shared-
memory-based transport for high-throughput data transfer 
in the L4 microkernel, whereas these methods are not 
applicable in VM environments. 

Furthermore, performance overheads incurred by net-
working applications are much higher in VM environ-
ments in which I/O operations are relatively expensive. In 
Xen VMM [21], I/O device follows a split-driver model. 
Only IDD (Isolated Device Domain) has the privilege to 
access hardware using native device drivers, and all the 
other guest domains have to pass the I/O requests to the 
IDD to indirectly access physically devices. This model 
will definitely involve communication with VMM, which 
brings much latency for the system running. Although 
Menon et al [9][10] have boosted the performance of 
network virtualization in Xen, the improvement is not 
notable, compared with native environment. 

Shared memory buffers is an alternatively method to 
improve the performance of network virtualization via an 
interface, called grant tables [18], provided by Xen [5]. 
Grant tables are used for sharing and transferring page 
frames between the guest VMs, without requiring the 
cooperated domains to be privileged. Two operation 
modes can be performed via the grant table. The first 
mode allows Dom A to grant Dom B the right to access a 
specific page frame, but retaining ownership. The block 
front driver uses the mode to grant memory the right to 
access the block back driver, so that it may read or write 
as requested. The second mode allows Dom A to accept a 
transfer of ownership of a page frame from Dom B. The 
network front and back driver will use the mode for 
packet transmitting or receiving. 

In practical terms, by leveraging the first mode of grant 
table, it is feasible to allocate static memory buffer for 
transferring application level data during the interaction 
period in a physical machine. The method also can help 
achieve the throughput of native environment. There are 
no extra overheads, for example, the invocation of hyper-
calls. However, the method is not novel. 

Xenlog [11][12] is a system focused on protecting the 
flow path which carrying Domain U’s logging data. The 
flow path is created by VMM via establishing shared 
memory between the Domain 0 and Domain U, instead of 
the network stack, which will result in the integrity and 
security problems of the transferred logging data. Xenlog 
is a particular system focus on security, thus lacks the 
generality and availability to other applications. Moreo-
ver, the original intention of Xenlog also produces some 
flaws in its architecture, for instance, only unidirectional 
transmission supported. 

XenSocket [13] is motivated by System S [23]; the goal 
of System S is to extract important information by analyz-
ing voluminous amounts of unstructured and mostly irre-
levant data, thereby needing a mechanism to exchange 

voluminous data rapidly across different process modules. 
XenSocket is a UNIX-domain-socket-like interface for 
inter-domain communication on the Xen, it replaces the 
page-flipping mechanism with a static circular memory 
buffer shared between domains. However, in order to 
archive high throughput, XenSocket uses 32 pages as 
shared circular buffer, and an extra page as shared de-
scriptor page for each connection. As a result, the shared 
memory of VMM will be quickly exhausted. In addition, 
during connection initializing period, developers must 
manually provide grant table reference and event channel 
port, which makes very inconvenient for developers and 
users. Though XenSocket has a sockets-based interface, it 
is different from traditional view of socket due to its one-
way communication mechanism. The parameters of Xen-
Socket are also greatly different from those of traditional 
TCP/IP. 

XWay [14] provides a transparent inter-domain trans-
fer mechanism to almost all TCP oriented applications 
which are running above the hosted OSes by intercepting 
TCP socket calls beneath the socket layer. These applica-
tions require no modification to its source code. However, 
after being installed and used, we find that XWay had a 
complex setup course. Furthermore, XWay requires in-
trusive modifications to the implementation of network 
protocol stack in the core operating system since Linux 
does not seem to provide a transparent netfilter-type 
hooks to intercept message above TCP layer [14]. Some 
information also indicates that there is no support for 
automatic discovery of co-resident VMs on XWay, which 
means that researchers must explicitly and manually de-
signate the domain IDs of Domain U which are co-
resident VMs in the phase of installing and configuring 
XWay. 

XenLoop [17] is a more transparent inter-VM network 
loopback channel than XWay, and requires no intrusive 
modifications to the Linux kernel and application's source 
code. It also supports the VM's live migration expediently 
without evident performance penalty. XenLoop is also 
easy to setup and uninstall. But there is a tradeoff be-
tween convenient and performance for XenLoop: Xen-
Loop shows a poor performance when TCP_STREAM 
applications are running, that is inferior to other inter-
domain mechanisms. 

IVC [15] is an inter-VM communication library to 
support shared memory communication between distinct 
VMs on the same physical host in Xen environment. IVC 
has a general socket-style API and intends to be used in 
HPC applications. As the above systems, it is a one-way 
communication pipes between guest domains. VM migra-
tion is supported on IVC, though not fully transparently 
at user-space, by invoking callbacks into the user code so 
it can save any shared-memory state before migration 
gets underway.  

From the low-level interface perspective, all above 
mechanisms' are based on grant table and treated as a 
producer-consumer circular buffer features FIFO. The 
design avoids the need for explicit synchronization be-
tween the producer and consumer endpoints [17]. In other 
respects, event channel, a 1-bit event notification me-
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Figure 1.  IDTS architecture 

 
Figure 2.  Shared memory 

chanism for the endpoints to notify each other of presence 
of data on the FIFO channel, has been adopted by all me-
chanisms to facilitate the data transfer on shared memory. 

As far as performance is concerned, XenLoop has the 
most performance lost, partially due to the overhead of 
registered netfilter hooks used for intercepting and scan-
ning the head of packages from user-level application 
[10]. The performance cost of Linux networking is ac-
counted by the netfilter [19] module. XWay, Xensocket 
and IVC eliminate these overheads by placing data direct-
ly into shared memory. Therefore they can obtain more 
bandwidth and less latency for network applications than 
XenLoop. However, transparency for application is paid 
for the tradeoff. 

The other approaches only focus on the improvement 
of space efficiency. For example, Kloster et al [16] in-
tends to reduce the number of physical pages required by 
VMs on the same physical machine through hashing me-
chanism to locate identical pages and transparently share 
these identical pages among VMs. However, its intention 
is to try to minimize memory usage instead of inter-
domain communications. 

III.  DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
IDTS supports bidirectional communications between 

domains by providing two shared memory tunnels with-
out network stack. Every domain plays two roles in our 
system. It can be both served as a sender and a receiver at 
the same time. This dual-role ability provides much un-
iversality and flexibility to our system. IDTS is also de-
signed for simplicity, high efficiency and scalability. 
Simplicity means that developers can use the interface of 
IDTS with fewer complexes than ever. We also pay atten-
tion to the space efficiency and time efficiency in the 
design of our system. Scalability is necessary to allow 
IDTS to support concurrent multiple applications at the 
same time. That means many applications can share a 
connection at the same time instead of creating a new one.  

A.  Overview 
IDTS provides the following properties: (1) high per-

formance for applications; (2) friendly interface for de-
velopers; (3) no intrusive change to the OS kernel source. 

Figure 1 presents the system architecture of IDTS. 
There are five main components existing in the system: 
shared memory, which is allocated by one VM then 
granted to another VM who wants to communicate with 
the owner of the shared memory; device driver, encapsu-
lates the detailed implementation for the shared memory 
and supplies some typically device operations for upper 
developers; connection manager, takes responsibility for 
maintaining the links between co-resident VMs; tunnel 
manager, a more abstractive structure than connection 
manager, and each tunnel contains two connection; sche-
duler, a simple schedule mechanism to further explore the 
performance of IDTS. More details will be discussed in 
following subsections. 

IDTS requires the applications, who want to improve 
their network performance inside VM, to modify their 
relative source code minimally to bypassing the network 
stack entirely. The scheme has high network performance 
for these applications and friendly interface supplied via 
its standard device driver. All implementations in IDTS 
need not any alteration to OS kernel. 

B.  Shared Memory 
Shared memories across guest domains can be used for 

inter-domain communications. In our system, we provide 
two shared memories to enable bidirectional communica-
tions. Each shared memory is a standard consumer-
producer circular buffer. We use FIFO algorithm to sche-
dule data in the shared memories. As shown in Figure 2, 
consumer pointer points to the next place to read, and 
producer pointer points to the next place to write. A data 
unit in the shared memories is comprised of two parts: the 
first part is metadata structure and the other is payload. 
The metadata structure consists of three members: first 
one is used to specify the length of the following data; 
second one is the identity number of the guest domain 
who sends the data; and the last one is used to tell the 
Domain 0 which applications these data should be deli-
vered to. The second one is useful when there are mul-
tiple guest domains to communicate with Domain 0. The 
last one is used when applications want to share the tun-
nels with each other. It is noteworthy that the last two 
members can be neglected if single guest domain and 
application be involved in inter-domain communications. 
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C.  Device Driver 
There are two kinds of device drivers in our system: 

front-end driver and back-end driver, which are located in 
guest domains (also called user domains) and Domain 0 
(or privilege domain) respectively. 

1) Front-end Driver 
We provide two interfaces to enable bidirectional 

communications in Xen, one for receiving data and the 
other for sending. If inter-domain connections have been 
created, the front-end driver can read or write the shared 
memory. In our prototype, we use dev_read interface to 
receive data from other domains, and use dev_write inter-
face to send data to other domains. In order to support 
non-block I/O, we also implement the dev_poll interface. 

The main function of dev_read interface is to copy data 
from shared memory to user space, and then notify the 
other domains that some data have been written in the 
shared memory with event channel, which has been in-
itialized in the period of the system bootstrap. If the buf-
fer ring in the shared memory is empty, the read thread 
will sleep until the other domain wakes it up when it is in 
blocked I/O mode, otherwise, it returns error message 
immediately. 

During writing period, data are written to the shared 
memory, and another notification is used to inform the 
other domains that data is prepared for reading from 
shared memory with event channel mechanism. If the 
shared memory ring is full, the write thread will sleep 
until the other domain wakes it up when it is in blocked 
I/O mode, or else it also returns immediately. 

In order to support non-block I/O, we implement 
dev_poll interface in front-end driver. It returns a mask 
which specifies whether a process can read from or write 
to shared memory immediately. If the shared memory is 
not full, the mask is set to POLLIN and POLLRDNORM, 
meaning that writers can write immediately. If the shared 
memory is not empty, the mask is set to POLLOUT and 
POLLWRNORM, meaning that readers can read imme-
diately. 

2) Back-end Driver 
The design of back-end driver is more complex than 

front-end driver, since back-end driver should communi-
cate with multiple front-end drivers. In order to read data 
which is sent by multiple guest domains, a schedule algo-
rithm is needed to manage all the shared memory regions. 

When back-end driver is diving into reading, it should 
select a guest domain whose shared memory has been 
written. Other operations are the same as those of front-
end driver. Back-end driver will copy data from that 
shared memory and notify the corresponding guest do-
main. When an application in Dom 0 (also named Do-
main 0) wants to communicate with another application 
in Dom U (also named Domain U), it must specify the 
identity number of the Domain U being contacted with, 
and the back-end driver will refers to that domain’s 
shared memory, then send data to the domain. At last, 
notification, which means there is data to read in the 
shared memory, is sent to that domain. We also support 
non-block I/O mode in back-end. The poll interface of 
back-end driver is designed similar with the front-end 

drivers. The main difference is: if any tunnel can read, the 
mask must be set to POLLIN and POLLRDNORM; and if 
any one tunnel can write, the mask must be set to 
POLLOUT and POLLWRNORM. 

D.  Connection Manager 
It is likely that the privilege domain may communicate 

with multiple guest domains, so Domain 0 must maintain 
some related information for these connections. In our 
prototype, all the connections are organized with a bidi-
rectional list, and each node in the list is a structure, de-
scribes a connection across domains. The main members 
of this structure include the identity number of guest do-
main, grant table reference of shared memories, event 
channel ports, the address of shared memories, and the 
head of bidirectional list. If a guest domain communicates 
with Domain 0, back-end driver will allocate a node in 
response. Since such node is fixed size, we can create a 
particular memory pool, named look-aside cache located 
in kernel space, to greatly improve the efficiency of our 
system. Memory blocks in the look-aside cache have the 
same size, and IDTS can allocate/reclaim a connection 
structure quickly from/to this memory pool when it needs. 
Finally, during unloading mode period, IDTS will free 
the look-aside cache, and the operating system reclaims 
the memory resource. 

When a guest domain begins to connect with Domain 0, 
the back-end driver needs to check whether the connec-
tion has been established. If the back-end fails to locate 
the connection in the current list, it will allocate a new 
node from the memory pool immediately, and set this 
connection’s initial status to DISCONNECTED. Then, 
increase the number of front-end, and the new connection 
node is added to the connection list. When inter-domain 
communication is finished, the previous connection will 
be deleted from connection list, and the memory allocated 
to that connection will be revoked. 

E.  Tunnels Manager 
The function of tunnels manager is to create/destroy 

tunnels for inter-domain communication. Xenbus and 
Xenstore are involved during the two phases. Xenstore 
[20] is arranged as a hierarchical collection of key-value 
pairs. There is a hierarchical directory for each domain 
for containing data related to its configuration. Guest 
domains are permitted to edit, create and delete informa-
tion in its sub-trees information in Xenstore. In IDTS, it 
is used to create shared memory regions and event chan-
nels for the split device drivers, and record information of 
connection status for the domains. Xenstore is something 
like a storage media. Grant table references, event chan-
nel ports and connection state of the two domains are all 
stored in it. Whereas Xenbus like a bus between Xenstore 
and the two domains who want to create or destroy a 
connection. It is used to read/write metadata from/to 
Xenstore. Metadata refers to grantable references, event 
channel ports, domain id, frontend path, connection state 
and so on. Interactions between Xenstore and domains 
are shown in Figure 3. In the following paragraph, we 
will show how the inter-domain tunnels are set up and 
destroyed in detail. 
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Figure 3.  Interactions between Xenstore and domains 

1) Setup  Tunnels 
Inter-domain tunnels must be created before communi-

cation, which uses shared memory regions. IDTS sets up 
two shared memory regions for each unidirectional con-
nection. Each memory region is a number of continuous 
memory pages allocated by front-end from kernel space. 
Front-end then interacts with hypervisor to grant remote 
domain the right to access these memory regions, and two 
grant table references will be returned by hypercalls. 
Event channel [19], which is used to notify the remote 
domain, is also needed for inter-domain communication. 
IDTS also creates two event channels for the two do-
mains and each event channel has a shared memory re-
gion. The creation of event channels like a client-server 
model. At first, guest domain acts as a server, requests 
front-end driver to allocate two event channel ports, and 
the corresponding interrupt numbers will be returned by 
hypervisor. Then, the guest domain will listen on the new 
allocated event channel ports, waiting remote domain to 
connect with itself. At the same time, each allocated 
event channel port is bounded with an interrupt handling 
procedure, which is used to process notifications sent by 
the remote domain. Finally, Xenbus device is called to 
write grant table references and event channel ports to 
Xenstore, where remote domain can access this informa-
tion, and connection state switched to CONNECTED. 

When back-end is informed that front-end is ready, it 
will respond to front-end’s connection request imme-
diately. First, it calls Xenbus device to read grantable 
references and event channel ports from Xenstore. 
Second, back-end driver will call hypervisor to map 
front-end’s two memory regions into its memory space. 
Third, hypervisor is involved to allocate two inter-domain 
event channel ports. Then, back-end which acts like a 
client will connect to front-end by binding its event chan-
nel ports to front-end. At the same time, another two in-
terrupt handling procedures, which are used to process 
front end’s notifications, are spawned for back-end. 

2) Destroy Tunnels 
When communication is completed, inter-domain tun-

nels must be destroyed in order to avoid memory leakage 
or some security issues. First, back-end drivers must un-
map the two shared memory regions, free inter-domain 
event channel ports, and terminate the corresponding in-

terrupt. Then back-end switches its status to 
DISCONNECTED. When front-end driver finds that the 
status of back-end driver has changed to 
DISCONNECTED, it will revoke back-end’s privilege of 
accessing those shared memory regions, free listening 
ports, and terminate interrupt handling procedures which 
was binding with the event channels. Finally, frontend 
also switches its status to DISCONNECTED. 

F.  Scheduler 
Beside that have mentioned above, there are many oth-

er factors contributing to high performance when com-
munication occurred across domains coexisting on same 
physical platform, such as domain scheduling and re-
source allocation. In order to further exploit higher per-
formance in IDTS, we propose a method which can au-
tomatically allocate CPU resource according to the real-
time workload in guest domains. 

In most cases, memory bandwidth depends on the sys-
tem bus width when processes communicate with each 
other in native Linux. Memory bandwidth is also limited 
by the system bus width when considering inter-domain 
communication. When there are several guest domains 
communicate with others simultaneously, each domain 
would try their best to contend for the finite bandwidth 
resource. So to a great extent, resource allocation strategy 
can affect the bandwidth competition. 

However, since the complexity of the communication 
situation is obvious, it is difficult to make the resource 
allocation scheme completely clear. IDTS just imple-
ments a coarse-granularity scheduling algorithm, which 
can dynamically allocate idle CPU resource to these do-
mains that contain multiple tunnels to the other domains. 

When the event of creating tunnels is delivered to the 
hypervisor, IDTS just activate the coarse-granularity 
schedule policy. Then the scheduler scans the interior of 
system, identifying domains that just increasing the num-
ber of tunnels. If scheduler find the corresponding do-
mains, it will assign an idle CPU resource to the domains. 

When the event of destroying tunnels is delivered to 
the hypervisor, IDTS would launch the scheduler again to 
revoke the idle CPU resource. 

It is important to note that the CPU resource is not in-
finite, so the tunnel creation to a domain cannot infinitely 
be conducted. If the number of IDTS’ tunnels is being 
increasing, system will suffer a denial-of-service attack. 

To allocate/revoke CPU resource to/from work-
intensive domain, IDTS just simply modifies the value of 
the parameter vcpu in the configure file of these domains. 
The simple scheduler policy is a performance boosts for 
some given scenarios (detailed in section IV) and is a 
proof-of-concept for our goals. 

IV.   EVALUATION 
In this section, we present the details of our experiment 

environment and then give some evaluations on IDTS. 

A.  Evaluation Evironment 
In our experiments, we use dual Xeon 1.6GHz CPU 

with 4MB L2 cache for each, and 4GB of main memory. 
Domain 0 is configured with dual physical CPUs and 
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Figure 4.  Round trip latency 
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Figure 5.  Bandwidth of domain 0 to Domain U 
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Figure 6.  Bandwidth of Domain U to Domain 0 

3.5GB of memory. Guest domain is configured to use one 
virtual CPU and 512MB of memory. Both domains are 
running Fedora Core 7 GNU/Linux. Hypervisor we de-
veloped is based on Xen 3.1.0 and the kernel of the two 
domains is paravirtualized Linux 2.6.18-xen. Our expe-
riments compare the performance of IDTS with tradition-
al TCP/IP approach. The target of our experiment is to 
validate that IDTS is more efficient than traditional 
TCP/IP approach in virtual environment. We evaluate the 
IDTS’s performance from two-folds: request-reply and 
bulk data transferring. For the first metric, low latency is 
expected, whereas the second metric, high bandwidth is 
expected. 

B.  Round Trip Latency 
We measure round trip latency in this section. In order 

to confirm that IDTS is more efficient than traditional 
TCP/IP approach, we compare the latency of IDTS with 
that default TCP/IP method in virtual environment. The 
impact of the message size is also considered in this sec-
tion. We conduct each experiment for 100 times, and then 
calculate the average value for the latency. Figure 4 
shows that IDTS achieves a much higher performance 
than those of TCP/IP based schemes in virtual environ-
ments. The average latency of IDTS is in the scope be-
tween 29µs to 66µs, while that of TCP/IP in the same 
scope is between 83µs to 311µs. It is obvious that IDTS 
has reduced round trip latency by a factor of 4 generally. 

We also find that with the increasing of message size, 
both TCP/IP and IDTS experiences a performance de-
cline. However, the performance loss of IDTS is not as 
prominent as TCP/IP. It is implied that the message size 
has little impact on our system. The result means IDTS 
can well suit for applications which are sensitive to laten-
cy. 

C.  Bandwidth 
Bandwidth is another important performance metric for 

network application. In this evaluation, a process sends a 
bulk of messages to remote domain where another 
process waits to receive data in a non-blocking mode. If 
the process in the remote domain finds that data have 
arrived in the shared memories, it will send an acknowl-
edgment back to the sender. The bandwidth is calculated 
as the ratio of total volume of message transferred to the 
corresponding lapsed time. According to above tests, we 
also conduct the experiment for 100 times for the sake of 
accuracy, and take the average value as evaluated band-
width. In the following experiments, we test bandwidth 
both for data transferred from guest domain to privileged 
domain and from privileged domain to guest domain. We 
conduct these two similar experiments in the hope of 
finding whether bandwidth is affected by the direction of 
data transferring. The tested results are shown in Figure 5 
and Figure 6. 

Figure 5 shows the bandwidth when data is transferred 
from Domain 0 to Domain U, and Figure 6 shows the 
corresponding bandwidth when data is transferred from 
Domain U to Domain 0. Obviously, from the two expe-
riments, we can conclude that IDTS has a higher 
throughput than that of traditional TCP/IP approach. The 
bandwidth of IDTS is approximately 5 times higher than 
that of TCP/IP in virtual environment. Furthermore, both 
IDTS and TCP/IP experience a high throughput when 
data is transferred from Domain U to Domain 0. That is 
due to memory pages are in their own memory space, and 
it does not need to interact with hypervisor to map these 
memory pages. 

D.  Scalability 
In a certain sense, scalability is closely related with se-

curity. For example, a domain has established many con-
nections with other VMs: each connection consists of two 
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Figure 7.  The bandwidth of DomA to DomB and DomC, we vary the send 
size data individually for per-connection, but the sum of send data size of 
all connection in one case is constant during the process, is 2048 bytes. 

first-in-first-out (FIFO) data channels and one bidirec-
tional event channel, whereas the resource upper bound is 
not infinite. So if the number of VMs who have the con-
nections with the domain exceeds a threshold value, the 
system will suffer from unexpected behaviors, including 
denial-of-service attacks. Fortunately, VMM or hypervi-
sor can eliminate the risk naturally due to the isolation of 
VM technology. So the simple solution is to reboot the 
domain and reset the application running again. But, dur-
ing the reset proceeding, the service will be disrupted, so 
some policies should be applied for whole system stabili-
ty. For example, we should limit the number of connec-
tions or provide a gracefully resource sharing manage-
ment strategy. 

In order to evaluate the scalability of IDTS, we boot 
three guest domains, called DomA, DomB and DomC 
respectively. We deploy netperf [22] on these domains: 
DomA acts as client to sends data to the other domains, 
and two servers are represented by DomB and DomC. 
During the testing period, we vary the data size to ob-
serve the variation in IDTS's total bandwidth. It is worthy 
to note that the sent data size for all connections in one 
case is constant during the process, and is about 2048 
bytes. From Figure 7, we can see the tiny oscillation has 
occurred when the data size is changed. The black bar 
represents a connection from DomA to DomB, and the 
white bar represents a connection from DomA to DomC. 
The left bar indicates that there is only one tunnel in the 
system: DomA to DomB. The right bar indicates that the 
tunnel from DomA to DomC exists, and their bandwidths 
all achieve the best value about 4Gb/s. But a little devia-
tion is appeared in the two cases due to the non-
determinism and complex of system kernel. The middle 
of the four bars represents four different cases respective-
ly according to the ratio of sent data size. Each case of the 
four bars contains the mixture of two tunnels: we tune the 
proportionality of factor to sent data size per-connection 
correspondingly for one case, and keep the sum of the 
send data size invariable for per-case. 

The result shows the individual bandwidth of per-
tunnel is changed regularly according to its ratio of sent 

data size in each case, but the total bandwidth is de-
creased irregularly, especially the fourth one. We have 
investigated the reason, and concluded that the situation 
is induced by the event channel mechanism in IDTS: as 
the number of tunnel is increased, the behavior of the 
event channel becomes more complex, which brings side-
effect to the bandwidth increasing. 

To further explore the potential of scalability of IDTS 
system, we optimize the performance of IDTS by sche-
duling more VCPU resource to the domains involved in 
the inter-domain communications. Figure 8 illustrates the 
idea: when DomA sends data to DomB and DomC simul-
taneously, two tunnels are created and each tunnel con-
tains two connections. When an extra VCPU resources 
are assigned to DomA (just modify the parameter 
“vcpu=1” to “vcpu=2” in DomA’s configure files), the 
bandwidth of the tunnel is doubled. When the number of 
VCPUs assigned to DomA continues increasing, the ben-
efit is not significant. We have the following conclusions: 
for the sender, if the number of VCPUs is less than the 
number of tunnels, the bandwidth will be bounded by the 
CPU resource. Contrarily, if the number of tunnels is less 
than the number of assigned VCPU, the improvement of 
performance can be neglected; but for the receiver, more 
CPU resource assigned is unavailing on increasing the 
bandwidth. 

We have not yet fully explored the scalability problems 
of IDTS in all scenarios, as its implementation is still in 
an early phase. The above experiments for IDTS’s scala-
bility are not enough. More details will be posted in our 
future work. 

V.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
IDTS is an inter-domain communication scheme based 

on shared memory between different guest VMs, which 
can offer high performance for network applications with 
a little sacrifice for their transparency. IDTS also supplies 
bidirectional communication channels, which can make 
the IDTS universal for security applications, high per-
formance computing applications, etc. 

Figure 8.  The bandwidth when more vcpus are scheduled to the domains 
for inter-domain communications, and the size of package sent is 64 bytes 

(by default, the number of vcpu assigned to a domain is 1) 
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IDTS's high performance derives from the static shared 
memory, which is allocated by the grant table mechanism. 
Compared with traditional TCP/IP approach, experimen-
tations results show that IDTS outperforms regular net-
work communication scheme in round trip latency by a 
factor of 4, and bandwidth is increased by 5 times at most. 
The scalability of IDTS is also mentioned and investi-
gated in our paper, and a basic optimization method is 
proposed and proven. Additionally, due to the bypassing 
network stack, using IDTS to communicate between vir-
tual processes deployed on an individual physical ma-
chine can benefit the security issue. 

In the future, we will still focus on some unsupported 
functions based on the current IDTS system, such as live 
migration, memory saving, and multicast. 
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